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Simultaneous interpreting (SI) is an oral translation practice that 
interpreters reconstruct the thoughts and emotions expressed in a source 
language (SL) into a target language (TL) at nearly the same pace with the 
speaker. In spite of its short history, SI is by far the most widespread mode 
of interpreting, and also one of the most demanding and challenging 
professions in the world. The process of SI is a rather complex one in which 
interpreters’ multiple efforts are involved and high capacities are required. 
Problems are easily triggered when the task is beyond interpreters’ efforts 
and capacities. High-density information (HDI) is the largest problem 
trigger in SI. It is particularly true in the case of SI between Chinese and 
English (E-C SI).  
Based on his theoretical study and interpreting practice, the author 
develops the strategy of fuzzy interpretation, aiming to cope with HDI in 
E-C SI. The thesis is composed of six sections: an introduction, four 
chapters and a conclusion. The four chapters illustrate respectively the 
necessity, feasibility, object and tactics of fuzzy interpretation in E-C SI, 
forming the body of the thesis. 
Chapter one explains why fuzzy interpretation is necessary in SI. After 
introducing SI’s history and development, definition and process, and Gile’s 
Effort Model, the author states that SI is a demanding profession with many 
problem triggers and HDI is the biggest problem trigger in E-C SI. In 
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and novice interpreters make mistakes and resort to some coping tactics, 
some of which are fuzziness-related. 
Chapter two illustrates why fuzzy interpretation is feasible in SI. In 
order to support his argument, the author presents three statements. First, 
fuzziness is the nature of a human language, and fuzzy expressions in 
certain situations function as communication facilitators and enhance 
information transmission. Second, SI is an approximation and a fuzzy 
interpretation process. Third, the quality assessment of SI is a dynamic 
process, where different assessors have different expectations. The three 
statements form the theoretical framework for the application of fuzzy 
interpretation in SI.  
Chapter three presents what fuzzy interpretation aims at. Based on the 
definition of information and the basic model of communication, the author 
concludes that E-C SI is a mode of HDI communication. In this chapter, the 
author defines HDI and lists seven kinds of HDI that frequently appear in 
E-C SI. The strategy of fuzzy interpretation discussed in this thesis mainly 
aims at these seven forms. 
Chapter four explains how fuzzy interpretation is applied. After 
introducing the five selection rules of SI coping tactics, the author sums up 
seven fuzziness-related tactics and illustrates them one by one with 
examples. Finally, the author makes a case study of interpreting teaching 
and concludes that fuzzy interpretation of HDI helps realize the overall 
communicative effect of SI. 
In conclusion, SI is a demanding profession with many problem 















communicative effect. The author also stresses that, while applying fuzzy 
interpretation in SI, interpreters are to make sure that the fuzziness scale is 
not exceeded. Accuracy should always be the top priority of the SI 
interpreters. Professional interpreters are expected to seek perfect 
interpretations all their life. 
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